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1. Tell us about yourself

I am the author of over a dozen edgy inspirational novels, seven of which are currently
available. I live in sunny Arizona with my husband of twenty years. My two sons are both
college students. We also have two days and an ornery cat.

2. How long have you been writing Christian fiction? Why did you choose the edgy
genre?

Since August  of  2003.  I  didn't  choose edgy.  It  chose me. When I  started  writing,  the
romance came out pretty heavy handed and I guess I wrote about things that reflected
some of my bad choices along the way to show that people do make bad choices and with
them comes consequences. That makes my books edgy. A lot of them deal with sexual
tension. I happen to enjoy sex, so it's more on my mind than it might be with other women.
My husband and I just celebrated 20 years and for me it's still exciting to be with him in
that way.  As far  as the Christian part  of  fiction? Christian faith is a part  of  my life  so
everything I  see and write about is influenced in some way by my world view. I  have
decided to shift my focus from the edgy aspect of my writing to the message it contains,



which is for healing hearts. So my website and all of my blogs now have Healing Hearts in
them and logo for that brand. My next series with Sheaf House is titled Healing Hearts and
I just got the logo last month, so it seems to fit me and what I am doing with my writing the
best. I write for hurting women and my fiction is about healing hearts. :)

3. For the benefits of those readers trying to decide which romance book to buy.
What do you considered the main difference between romance, edgy romance, adult
content, and erotica books?

Romance varies in terms of the heat factor. I think that regular romance can be everything
from sweet and inspirational to spicy. Edgy romance...not sure what that is, but I  think
that's what I write. Adult content is probably like Harlequin Blaze, and my understanding is
erotic uses crass terms and swearing as well as some pretty debased behavior. It's all
about the sex, not the relationship. Definitely not me.

4. You are a member of the American Christian Fiction Writers (ACFW) since 2003.
What are some of the advantages and disadvantages of belonging to writer's groups
and associations like this one?

Advantages are getting to know people in the business. Also, learning writing skills and
making ongoing connections. It keeps you in the loop about the latest happenings in the
Christian fiction world.  And there is always marketing and endorsements for your  own
books. Where else can you meet authors who might endorse your books?

5. Writers conferences both online and live  are perfect  places for authors to do
some networking and market themselves and their work. Which conference do you
considered a must attend for writer's serious and passionated about their craft?

If it's strictly Christian fiction then I'd say ACFW for sure. I said ACFW because they totally
focus on fiction. If not for ACFW I would not have become a book reviewer either. These all
tie together for me. I found my agent at ACFW, and my first publisher as well. They also
have a lot of online training and things like a bookclub for authors to participate in as well
as making people aware of the latest in fiction. This genre has exploded in the last five to
ten years.

6. What has been your most successful marketing venue?

Probably knowing bloggers and authors and keeping in touch with people who love to read
and who will spread the word about my books.

7. How do you handle rejection letters?

I never see them. I let my agent buffer that for me. :)

8.  Social  networks  are  the  hot  hub  of  authors,  publishers,  editors,  agents,  and
general  public.  Do  you  recommend  them  to  aspiring  and/or  newly  published
authors? If yes, why? Have them improved your sales?

Personally, I  love Goodreads and Facebook. I have met a ton of people I never knew
before who've found out about my books through these two sites.



9. Looking back at the beginning of your writing career, do you have any regret? If
you have to do it all over again, what would do you different?

Probably just impatience. It pays to practice writing and improve your skill because then
when you do get published you are proud of your work and not mortified that it's in print.

10. Your books have a variety of real life themes and characters. Are they based on
real life persons? How do you keep yourself motivated and inspired?

Some are, and some aren't. Most books have a mixture of truth and fiction in them. I know
my characters in my head and usually they are a blend of people I know, which helps me
to remember them specifically. I just think about my story until new scenes pop into my
head, and then I write them down.

11. Please share with our readers a teaser of your latest release. Where can our
readers purchase your books?

First Love releases October 1, 2010. The teaser on Desert Breeze's site... Two former
high school lovers play the roles of socialite and preacher as Tombstone actors and are
reunited after four years of separation; but can they rebuild their love on a new foundation
this time around without falling into past behavior?

12. Are you working on new projects? 

Of course. Always. I'm working on two books right now. One is the third book in a series
called First Response. It follows First Love, which releases October 1st. I am also working
on the sequel to Never Without Hope. Both are pretty edgy. :) That's all I'm saying about
them for now. I'm still writing them.

13. A word of advice to aspiring edgy Christian fiction writers.

Don't compromise who you are just to sell a book. Stay true to who God made you to be
and if you are meant to be published, it will eventually happen in His time.
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